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Death to 3D pie charts?

Hold on a second.

Image source: https://comicvine.gamespot.com/forums/rpg-9/the-graveyard-710222/

https://comicvine.gamespot.com/forums/rpg-9/the-graveyard-710222/
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https://www.ft.com/content/350424c8-0f28-11e7-b030-768954394623
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“Subjects’ estimates were better for 2-D pie charts 

than for 3-D pie charts.” (Siegrist 1996)

“[…] strong evidence has been put forward that 3-D 

pie charts can distort the data significantly. Far 

better then to use a 2-D pie chart which does not 

distort the data!” (Rangecroft 2003)

“[…] 3D displays appear to work as well 

as 2D displays, but they do compromise 

comprehension of pie charts.” 

(Schonlau & Peters 2012) 
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Atlas of Switzerland – online: Automatic wood-fired heating systems
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vs.



 181 adults aged 19–77 (M=32 years)

 Online survey
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Demographic

information
Training session Main experiment Post test

Example question: Which share of the whole traffic volume has the transportation means with the longest travel time?
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Highest magnitude

Combination task

Map-related task

Estimate proportion

3x 3x

Group A Group B

Groups A & B

Tick the color of the highest bar or the most extruded

pie chart sector.

Tick the percentage of a pie chart sector or an extruded 

pie chart sector in a certain color.

Tick the percentage of a pie chart sector from the highest bar 

or the most extruded pie chart sector in the same color

Tick the region from a color-coded means of transportation, 

a certain pie chart percentage, and the highest bar or most 

extruded pie chart sector in the same color. 
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Dependent variables

Effectiveness

(response accuracy)

Efficiency

(response time)

Chart type Task type           Background complexity Practice level

Independent variables
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Which NUTS-2 region has the following 

properties: 

a) the highest average travel time for 

“car/motor bike”

b) and a share of 40% on the traffic 

volume for “car/motor bike”?

Answer: Northwestern Switzerland
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Which share of the whole traffic volume has the 

transportation means with the longest travel time?

Answer: 40%
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Higher effectiveness on blank 

background for combination task

Higher efficiency for less and 

more practiced participants for 

combination and map-related task

Higher efficiency for map-related 

task

No differences for highest 

magnitude and proportion task

1 :            2



15Image source: https://www.spectator.co.uk/2013/02/remember-the-lesson-of-shaun-of-the-dead-some-zombies-eventually-come-back-to-life/

https://www.spectator.co.uk/2013/02/remember-the-lesson-of-shaun-of-the-dead-some-zombies-eventually-come-back-to-life/


 More 3D chart types

 Color distances within chart and versus background

 Sector proportions (min, max, intermediate) 

 Dynamic environment (panning, zooming, rotating)

 Other comparison techniques (data lense, swipe tool)

 Different experimental setup (time limit, eye tracking)

16Image source: Schnürer et al. (2015): 3D Charts – Taxonomy and Implementation in a Virtual Globe
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Thank you for your attention!

Image source: http://www.johnstonefitness.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/zombie-silhouette-229x300.jpg
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